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MAC PERMAHOT LASER 
Mobile hot water pressure washer 
 
 

 

 
 

• Electrically heated 
• 90°C Constant temperature 
• 150 bar pressure 
• Instant stop system 
• Stainless steel construction 

 
 
 
 
 

 
The MAC PERMAHOT LASER is a mobile hot water pressure washer powered by a patented 3 x 
4kw solid element heating system, making it capable of producing a constant 90°c on a standard 
415v, 32 amp power supply. It has a robust stainless steel chassis and cover and is support by 4 
large wheels. Unlike other pressure washers, the MAC Permahot delivers water at a constant 
temperature of 90°c, with no cooling over time which might be seen in a conventional machine, 
making it ideal for cleaning applications in the food industry and other areas, particularly where the 
diesel fumes caused by a conventional hot water pressure washer may be problematic.  

The MAC Permahot comes equipped with many features including a stainless steel water tank with 
low water cut off switch and water softener system and a 15 metre hose with 900mm quick release 
lance and heavy duty trigger. 



 
 

Technical data: MAC Permahot Laser 

Features: MAC PERMAHOT 

Water Flow 6 litres per minute 

Pressure 150 bar, 2200psi 

Motor Specification 5.5hp, 1450rpm 

Shutdown System Instant Stop 

Temperature 0-90°C Constant 

Power 415v, 32amps 

Weight 100kg 

Dimensions (H x W x D) 97 x 60 x 106cm 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Call us FREE on 0808 301 4577 
 

For advice and best prices on cleaning 
equipment to buy, lease or hire. 
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